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Gillard: Oz jobs culled by high Aussie Dollar?
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According to Washington doormat PM, Juliar ‘Goldman Tax’ Gillard, the cause of local
job losses is the high Aussie dollar not the despicable policy of Corporations (she serves)
heartlessly dumping workers at the slightest whim. Oz workers are expected to be loyal,
slave for corporations and endure reduced benefits, wages and conditions – their reward
for making personal sacrifices their mangers and directors are loath to make, is the
sack.

Incompetent JuLIAR Gillard

Workers are constantly told they must compete with Indian and Chinese workers who work like dogs
for a bowl of rice, while bosses and directors show no restraint and shower themselves in HUGE
salaries, benefits and bonuses. Well, Ms Gillard, ‘you can’t fool all of the people of the time;’
Australia is not the third world and Aussies have no intention of competing with traditional slave
cultures!

Rather than address wealth disparity and inequity and the OBSCENE PROFITS foreign Corporations
take off-shore, Gillard attempts to hide behind the high value of the dollar as the cause of job losses;
furthermore, she predicted that the value of the dollar would in all likelihood remain high for years.
So currency and employment problems must be addressed!

The safest and surest solution, as China has demonstrated by winning the globalisation war, is to
control the value of your currency and set the most appropriate rate according to various economic
forces. This is a PROVEN method of dealing with unemployment and remaining competitive.

Maintaining control of local currency ensures that sovereignty is not forfeited to rogues and
speculators, furthermore it effectively castrates Wall St’s influence in local economic affairs.
However, a number of pre-conditions apply prior to successfully regaining control of the dollar and
they are ECONOMIC and POLITICAL COMPETENCE, neither of which Howard, Rudd or Gillard
have demonstrated. The last three Prime ministers have ALL excelled in taking orders and
unquestionably serving the criminal United States, regardless of which Wall St PUPPET holds office
in Washington.
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Never forget that all Oz wealth and resources belong to the people not the rapacious Corporations
and our competitiveness on the world stage is determined by COMPETENT politicians NOT currency
speculators or incompetent, Washington DOORMAT prime ministers! I would add that elected
government officials are traditionally charged with REGULATING the Banks and the Corporations
NOT taking orders from amoral, profit-only-driven CEOs and directors. Neither of the two major
political parties have the wherewithal to successfully lead the sovereign nation of AUSTRALIA that
fact is painfully evident today.

And if local politicians continue to demonstrate servile attitudes to FOREIGN powers they will be
dealt with in the harshest possible manner in the not too distant future.

Go Oz!
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